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1 This Document...

1. Describes how to analyse all-sky and offset pointing measurements.

2. Is a companion document to the production antenna pointing system description given
in (Mangum 2009a)

2 The Optical Pointing Telescope Systems

The ALMA prototype optical pointing telescope systems (POPTS) are NRAO-designed re-
fracting telescopes mounted in the backup structure of the ALMA production antennas. See
(Mangum 2005) for detailed information on the ALMA optical pointing telescope systems.

3 All-Sky Optical Pointing Data Analysis

All-sky optical pointing measurements were processed in two major steps, described below. If
you are starting from scratch and need to derive the standard pointing model for an antenna
using a limited amount of data, it is best to start simple with a pointing model which contains
just some basic terms. For example, a good starting model might contain IA, IE, CA, NPAE,
AN, AW, HECE, and HESE.

• INDAT datafilename

• USE IA IE CA NPAE AN AW HECE HESE

• FIT

• ...outlier removal as necessary...

• OUTMOD modfilename

3.1 Derivation of the Standard Pointing Model

First develop a standard pointing model from all good nighttime pointing measurements:

1. All nighttime observing runs deemed to be of sufficient quality and observed with a
relatively consistent monitor and control environment are collectively processed to derive
a standard pointing model. The analysis procedure for each observing run to be included
is as follows:

(a) INDAT the optical pointing measurement data file.
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• INDAT datafilename

(b) Install the (current) standard pointing model. This could be a first-cut pointing
model if this is the first attempt at deriving the standard pointing model for an
antenna.

• INMOD modfilename

(c) Fix all pointing terms and perform a fit to the data.

• FIX

(d) Mask gross outliers (> 5000 arcsec).

• MASK R G 5000

(e) Allow the two (IE and CA) variable pointing terms to float.

• USE IE CA

(f) Perform a series of fits, masking outliers at decreasing radii (100, 25, 7, and 5 arcsec)
and large (> 80 deg) and small (< 10 deg) ZA until only residuals of less than 5
arcsec remain.

• MASK Z G 80

• MASK Z L 10

• FIT

• MASK R G 100

• FIT

• MASK R G 25

• FIT

• MASK R G 7

• FIT

• MASK R G 5

• FIT

(g) Output the model for this pointing run and append it to the concatenated models
file. The model consists of the fixed standard core, the same for all pointing runs,
and values for the variable terms that are allowed to vary from run to run.

• OUTMEX ”modelmet2.tmp”

• SPAWN ”cat modelmet2.tmp ¿¿ modelsmet2.tmp”

• SPAWN ”rm modelmet2.tmp”

(h) Set all the variable terms to zero.

• IE 0
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• CA 0

(i) Perform an UNFIT operation. This action replaces the real pointing observations
with adjusted ones consistent with

i. the existing residuals and

ii. the specified model.

Because the latter consists of the fixed core terms only, the successive data sets all
match and are ready to be concatenated for mass analysis.

• UNFIT

(j) Append the normalized data to the “all runs” file.

• OUTDAT ”tempmet2.dat”

• INDAT ”almavmet2.all”

• APPEND

2. When all the pointing runs have been reduced as described:

(a) INDAT the “all runs” file.

(b) Allow all the terms in the model to float, including the normally fixed core terms
and perform a fit. The core terms will adjust to provide an improved all-runs model.
The quality of the model can be judged by how close to zero the two variable terms
are.

(c) Plot the residuals.

(d) If systematic errors are visible, add suitable terms to the standard model. If not,
update the coefficient values for the core terms in the standard model.

• INDAT ”tempmet2.dat”

• OUTDAT ”almavmet2.all”

• SPAWN ”rm tempmet2.dat”

• INMOD modelsfile

• USE

• FIT

• FIT

• OUTMOD ”almavmet2.mod”

• .A9

3. Repeat this process. Stop when the model has stabilized.
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3.2 Derivation of the All-Sky RMS For Each Pointing Run

Now that the standard pointing model has been derived, apply it to each day and nighttime
optical pointing run to derive the RMS pointing residual for each run:

1. Load the standard pointing model.

2. Fix all terms except the collimation terms (IE and CA).

3. Load each daytime or nighttime optical pointing data set.

4. Perform fit, outlier removal, fit iteration.

3.3 Example Derivation of the All-Sky Pointing Model for Vertex
9001

Following the procedure described in §3.1 the pointing model listed in Table 1 was derived. The
final measured RMS for this fit to the 4637 star measurements spanning 57 individual pointing
runs is 1.08/1.09 arcsec (sky RMS/Pop SD). Figure 1 shows the fit result to the combined data
set. Figure 2 shows an example of a good nighttime optical pointing run residuals.

3.4 Sky RMS and Population Standard Deviation

The TPOINT analysis program produces two statistical measures of the “goodness of fit” from
a pointing model fit: the “sky root mean square” (Sky RMS) and the “population standard
deviation” (Popn SD). These two statistical measures are related as follows:

σPopnSD =

√
Nobsσ2

sky

Nobs −Nfree

(1)

where Nobs is the number of observations included in the model fit and Nfree is the number
of free parameters in the model fit. Since σPopnSD takes into account the number of observa-
tions included in the fit in relation to the number of free parameters fit, it is a more honest
representation of the goodness of fit.

3.5 A Note About Measured and Derived Axis Nonperpendicularity

Strictly speaking, the pointing model derived axis nonperpendicularity (NPAE) should be the
same as that derived through mechanical measurements. In practice, the pointing model derived
NPAE is rather poorly determined, its affects on the pointing model often absorbed by other
terms in the pointing model.
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Table 1: Vertex 9001 Optical All-Sky Pointing Model
term amplitude correction formula nominal cause

IA +231.17± 0.31 ∆A = IA Azimuth encoder zero point off-
set

IE −605 ∆E = IE Elevation encoder zero point off-
set

CA −1146 ∆A = CA sec E Non-perpendicularity between
the boresight and elevation axis

NPAE −14.28± 0.32 ∆A = NPAE tan E Non-perpendicularity between
the azimuth and elevation axes

AN −0.82± 0.02 ∆A = AN tan E sin A ;
∆E = AN cos A

Azimuth axis off-
set/misalignment north-south
(north = positive)

AW +41.38± 0.02 ∆A = AW tan E cos A;
∆E = AW sin A

Azimuth axis off-
set/misalignment east-west
(west = positive)

HECE −26.35± 0.31 ∆E = HECE cos E El encoder run-out, cosine com-
ponent and/or vertical (Hooke’s
Law) flexure

HESE −28.55± 0.31 ∆E = HESE sin E El encoder run-out, sine compo-
nent and/or asymmetric vertical
(Hooke’s Law) flexure

HACA +1.92± 0.04 ∆A = HACA cos A Az encoder run-out, cosine com-
ponent

HASA −2.46± 0.04 ∆A = HASA sin A Az encoder run-out, sine compo-
nent

HACA2 −0.65± 0.04 ∆A = HACA2 cos 2A Az encoder tilt, cosine compo-
nent

HASA2 +1.06± 0.03 ∆A = HASA2 sin 2A Az encoder tilt, sine component
HECA2 −0.15± 0.03 ∆E = HECA2 cos 2A El nod twice per Az rev, cosine

component
HESA2 +0.82± 0.02 ∆E = HESA2 sin 2A El nod twice per Az rev, sine

component
HECA3 −0.33± 0.02 ∆E = HESA3 cos 3A El nod 3× per Az rev, cosine

component
HESA3 −0.85± 0.02 ∆E = HESA3 sin 3A El nod 3× per Az rev, sine com-

ponent
HACA3 +0.34± 0.03 ∆A = HACA3 cos 3A Az nod 3× per Az rev, cosine

component
HASA3 +0.42± 0.03 ∆A = HASA3 sin 3A Az nod 3× per Az rev, sine com-

ponent
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Figure 1: All metrology ON new motor pointing runs model fit. A total of 4637 individual star
measurements were used to derive the standard pointing model.

For the Vertex 9001 antenna we derive |NPAE| = 14.28± 0.32 arcsec from our metrology
ON new motor all-sky pointing measurements. The mechanically measured value is 13.9 arcsec,
very close to the derived value.

4 Offset Optical Pointing Data Analysis

Offset optical pointing measurement runs are processed as follows:

1. Inspect data for contaminated measurements (such as inadvertent double stars in field or
obvious outliers) and edit as appropriate.

2. Load the standard pointing model derived from the all-sky optical pointing analysis (see
§3.1).

• INMOD modfilename

3. Fix all terms except the collimation terms (IE and CA).
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Figure 2: Fixed except IE and CA fit to tpoint12-15-2008 234913.dat, which was the all-sky
optical pointing run with the best resultant measured RMS (σmeas = 0.67 arcsec) of all of the
nighttime measurements made with metrology ON and new motors.
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Figure 3: Fit residuals to offset pointing run tpoint02-02-2009 035056.dat.

• FIX

• USE IE CA

4. Limit the data to be fitted to just the first star measurement in the offset pointing run.

• MASK N G 1

5. Fit the pointing model collimation terms to this single star measurement.

• FIT

6. Completely fix the model derived.

• FIX

7. Progressively remove any outliers as appropriate (rarely needed).

8. Perform final fit to all measurements in the run to derive resultant RMS.

• UNMASK

• FIT

Figure 3 shows an example offset pointing residual fit for Vertex 9001.
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